We have extended the search for new resonances and thresholds in the hadronic final state X+ in ep -elX for missing masses from 3 GeV to 5.'5 GeV. At a level of roughly 5% of the cross sections we found no unexpected structure. The 20-GeV spectrometer facility was used in a configuration which closely paralleled the setup in Ref. 1. A somewhat longer target (15.24 cm) with aluminum walls was used. As in the previous experiment, the detection of electrons analyzed by the spectrometer was accomplished with a set of three trigger counters, five multiwire proportional chambers for reconstruction of the particle trajectories, and a pion-electron discriminator.
The 20-GeV spectrometer facility was used in a configuration which closely paralleled the setup in Ref. 1. A somewhat longer target (15.24 cm) with aluminum walls was used. As in the previous experiment, the detection of electrons analyzed by the spectrometer was accomplished with a set of three trigger counters, five multiwire proportional chambers for reconstruction of the particle trajectories, and a pion-electron discriminator.
The latter consisted of a nitrogen gas threshold Cerenkov counter, a counter to sample the shower development in 4 radiation lengths of lead glass, and a 16 radiation length lead-lucite sandwich total absorption counter. Improvements to the Cerenkov counter and the use of the lead glass result in slightly improved T-e separation compared to the previous experiments. Measurements of the cross sections were made at a laboratory scattering angle, 0, of 4' and incident electron energies, E, of 13 and 20 GeV. A short run at 20 GeV and 6' was also made.
In order to avoid introducing spurious spikes into the cross sections, the measurements were averaged over the spectrometer acceptance and over the various counters and proportional chambers. This was done by operating the spectrometer in a scanning mode' in which its momentum setting was changed :
by a small fraction of the full momentum acceptance every few minutes. In this way each finally analyzed cross section value contained counts recorded across the whole acceptance of the spectrometer.
Since we wished to be sensitive to narrow missing mass states, mass resolution was an important parameter in the experiment.
The dominant factors affecting the resolution in missing mass were the incident beam energy resolution, AE/E, of about &O. OS%, the spectrometer's momentum resolution, AE'/E', of about rtO.O30/0, the angular resolution Ae, about %O. 18 mrad, and the radiation of low energy photons which gave rise to a tail on the high missing mass side of a peak. The combined effect of these factors on a narrow resonance as observed in the detector was studied by measuring elastic electron scattering.
At 0=4', the observed full width at half maximum (fwhm) of the elastic peak was 26 MeV at E= 13 GeV, and 35 MeV at E=20 GeV. The radiative contribution to this width was removed by radiatively unfolding the data,' resulting in a fwhm of 15 M 15 MeV at E = 13 GeV, and 21 MeV at E = 20 GeV. At small angles the effects of AE/E, AE'/E', and A6 on the missing mass resolution all scale as M/W, where M is the proton rest mass. The broadening of a narrow resonance due to radiation of soft photons was calculated using the formulae of Ref. 1 and combined with that due to AE/E, AE1/E7, and A0 to yield an estimated resolution of the apparatus as a function of W. Figure Radiative effects introduce a steep increase in the measured yield as the missing mass approaches the kinematic limit (that is, as E1 tends toward zero).
We removed the effects of radiation using the methods described in Ref. 1, after correcting for target wall events with data from previous experiments.
These procedures would not amplify or diminish sharp structure.
No correction was made for events arising from charge symmetric processes such as no production with subsequent conversion of the decay photons into electron-positron pairs.
The charge symmetric contribution is less than 3% of the observed yield, except at the low E1 end of the E = 20 GeV, 0=4' spectrum,
where it rises exponentially in W from 3% at W = 5.25 to 15% at W = 5.75 GeV.
In any case, this contributes a smooth cross section and should not give rise to a narrow bump in the observed or radiatively corrected cross sections.
In order to search for narrow missing mass structure, the corrected cross sections were first fitted to polynomials in W for each spectrum, and the quantities R and S were computed, where To study our sensitivity to sharp threshold effects, fake steps were introduced in the spectra by adding a constant cross section above a given missing mass. Analysis of these spectra indicated that a sharp step of greater than about 4Au would have been clearly visible.
The fraction of the cross section corresponding to 4A.r defines a useful measure of the sensitivity in this experiment.
F is approximately proportional to l/,6% reflecting the decrease in the statistical error as the bin width increases. For fixed AW, F also varies with W because of changing statistics, and also because the corrected cross section in the denominator of Eq. (4) changes. Table II summarizes the ranges of the values of F for the three spectra. A figure of merit for the case of a resonance with intrinsic width less than the bin width is F times the bin width, AW. F, and '.
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